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a
NOTE
from
Charlie Brewer, Jr.
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T

he year 2020 will be remembered as probably the
worst year in the short history of
America.
Masks and “social distancing”
has been hammered into our
psyche.
Fishermen easily responded to
the need for avoiding crowdswe went fishing! Ramp parking
lots and activity on the water is
evidence of this.
We can enjoy our love of fishing
without thinking twice-COVID
what? As a matter of fact, personal fishing is one of the few
sports that has not been affected
that much by the pandemic.
Even the pro level fishing organizations have found a way to fish.
So, keep doing what you love.
Chase those bass, crappie,
catfish, bream, whatever your
passion is. And Slider will have
the lures you need to do it.
Visit http:www.sliderfishing.com or
use the handy QR code (Quick Response Code) below.

Fresh Saltwater

W

hat! “Fresh Saltwater?”

Those two words together may sound like a
contradiction but in the
case of a particular Slider lure the
phrasing is not.

Back to the saltwater-freshwater
application alluded to.
T.R. McDonald, a Southern Fishing News field staffer located
in Virginia, stumbled upon such
a saltwater and freshwater lure
duo use with the Slider Shad-in
both sizes.

With many, well a few cases, additional applications for particular
lure other than originally designed McDonald noticed the action
and “look” of the Shad while
comes to the surface. Such is the
fishing the lure in freshwater.
case with Slider’s Shad.
So, he decided to try the bait in
saltwater as an experiment. Sure
enough, the Shad proved very
effective on saltwater stripe,
redfish and spectacled trout
with the redfish species showing a very high vulnerability to
the Shad. Several times the lure
comes back to the boat missing
part of the soft plastic. Did we
mention that redfish have teeth
that makes “lipping” them a
no-no.

TR McDonald shows a redfish that
hammered the Shad.

The Shad was specifically designed
as a freshwater lure in two sizes,
3 1/2 inches and 5 inches. The
lure has even been referred to as a
“finesse swimbait” due to the size,
action and profile.
Slider Shad
Green Ghost

The preferred color is green
ghost and rigged on a Slider
Football Head jig hook. Depth
is usually one to three feet on
points.
So the next time you have a
wild idea about using a Slider
lure give it a shot. You may
come up with a secret to loading
the boat-in freshwater or saltwater.

Have you seen these
other cool Slider lures?

Reagan
Smith

Cranky
Charlie

Funky Monkey Shine color

Streeker

Courtland
Williams
Sting Bee

Twitch Doctor

8” Ribbon
Tail Worm

5” Curly Crazy
Tail Grub

Line Twist

“IN HIS OWN WORDS”
By the late CHARLIE BREWER, SR.

F

or many years fisherman have
asked me what causes a line to
twist. Some say a certain type or brand
of reel causes line twist.
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Personally, I never felt that any reels
caused my line to twist after many
years of fishing experience with different brands and types of open face spinning reels, However, I guess it could be
possible. [Reel spooling has also been a
suspect of causing line twist].

But normally when I have a twisted
line I can trace it to several causes.
Keep in mind these are my opinions
and experiences.
Regardless of how we fish and what
kind of lure we fish with using open
faced spinning reels we get a certain
amount of twist in our lines-no matter
what we do to stop it.
A lot of twist in our line results from
casting our lures. Many lures will
twist and cork screw as they go thru
the air when cast. Of course this can
twist line.
Continued in the next issue.

